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(cf. [l]), and such proof systems were widely discussed in
the last years by the AI society. For example, the "default"
nonmonotonic logics are based on the rules of this type (cf.
[2], [3], [4]). Of course, a "non-theorem" prover would be
an important part of a system dealing with a nonmonotonic logic.

ABSTRACT
A formal proof system for unprovability in the predicate
calculi is developed. This system is shown to be complete
with respect to the logic of finite structures. Its applications may be extending the "negation by failure" of Prolog,
preventing infinite loops in a deductive data base or Prolog, or proving formulas in a nonmonotonic (default) logic.

Clearly, any feasible "non-theorem" prover cannot
prove all the "non-theorems" of predicate calculus. Of
course, we can restrict ourselves to a part of predicate calculus where the set of "non-theorems" is RE. We can deal
with some decidable theory, e.g. propositional calculus (cf.
[5]), Ackermann formulas (cf. [6]), Pressburger Arithmetic,
real closed fields etc . . ·Another possibility is to try to prove
the non-theorems when possible, leaving some formulas
without any information about their (un)provability. This
is done, for example, by the "finite failure" Prolog theorem
provers.

1. Introduction
Working with a theorem prover, we are often
interested to know when a formula is not provable, i.e.
when it is not a tautology. First, this allows us to prevent
a theorem prover from running forever when a nontheorem
is supplied. Second, while investigating the external
world, we want to know also what we cannot do, i.e., the
negative information, in addition to what we can do. For
example, in Prolog or in a deductive data base we can
prove negative facts as well as positive ones. But, unfortunately, this negation is defined by the so called "finite
failure" of the theorem prover (cf. [1 ]), and this allows the
prover to fall into infinite loop beyond any possibility of
recognition. The reason for such careless behavior of
theorem provers is that, generally, the unprovability in the
first order predicate calculus is not recursively enumerable
(RE ), and then we need some nonmechanical oracle
activity (for example, human intervention) to detect this.
Obviously, if we could detect unprovability, this would
help us to define a wider kind of negation, by the rule

We intend here to define the "non-theorem" proof system which is more powerful than the "finite failure" one,
and where all the "important" non-theorems are provable.
We propose a Gentzen type proof system with a natural set
of axioms and rules. The most interesting of these rules,
where a formula 3x cp(x) is proved unprovable if some special Herbrand example '(cp(t;) is unprovable, corresponds to

.

Herbrand's theorem (cf. [7]). Very fortunately, it turns out
that the non-theorems provable in this system are exactly
those not valid in a finite model. The logic of finite models
(or finite structures) is recognized by the computer scientists as the natural framework for explaining the world of
computations of bounded complexity (cf. [8], [9], [1 OJ, [11 ]).
It was frequently claimed that the infinite models (structures) are often meaningless for Computer Science. The
non-theorem proof system proposed here seems to be convenient for dealing with finite structures. On the other
hand, the logic of finite structures rises another problem the set of the valid sentences is not RE (cf. [12]).

_'be_
f-~cp

This rule is called the closed world assumption, or CWA

•This paper had been written when the author was with the
Dept. of Computer Science, Technion, Haifa, Israel.
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The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
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Axioms.
r-hA, where r, A contain only atomic formulas, r
does not contain equality, d does not contain t=t,
andrriA=0.

we give the necessary definitions. In Section 3 we prove
the completeness of the non-theorem proof system for the
propositional calculus and for the first order logic of finite
structures. In Section 4 we apply the non-theorem proof
system to the automatic loop detecting for Prolog or deductive data base without function symbols. In Section 5 the
open questions and the future work directions are presented.

(Ax)

Introduction ofv.
( -f+v) r-hl\, q>, \jl
r-f.tl\, (j>V\j/
Introduction of-..
r, q>-hA
r-1tA -.cp

The author is very grateful to M. Kaminski for fruitful
discussions and critical reading the paper.

(-h-.)

The above axioms and rules comprise the complete
unprovability proof system for the propositional calculus
(see Section 3). Notice how beautiful and reasonable they
are. We call this system PUPC (propositional unprovability calculus). The proof system for the first order unprovability looks much more ugly. First, we need to use the usual provability proof system. Second, the system proposed
here cannot be easily extended to deal with the function
symbols.

2. The unprovability proof system
We consider here the usual language of the predicate
calculus with logical connectives v, ....,, \;/, predicates and
equality, and without function symbols. c, d denote constants, x,y denote variables; t, s are terms, q>, \jl are formulas, and r, I\ 9 are finite multisets of formulas.

A sequent is an expression r-+A. It is valid in the
model if one of the formulas from r is not valid, or one of
the formulas from A is valid. The sequent is valid if it is
valid in all models. The logical meaning of the sequent
r-+A is that the conjunction of the formulas of r implies
the disjunction of the formulas of A.

We recall the well-known cut rule (cf. [13], [14)), which
is similar to the usual modus ponens rule for the Hilbert
type calculus (the proof systems for proving single formulas with the help of axioms and rules). The cut may be formulated as follows.
r-+A p r, p--tA
r--tA
Reversing this rule, we obtain two cuts for the unprovability.

One can easily define a sequent calculus for proving
the valid sequents. The idea belongs to Gentzen (cf. [13)),
and the formulation of the proof system in English may be
found in [14]. The intuitionistic sequent calculus is obtained by allowing only those sequents r-+A with
IAI =0,1. The axioms and ruks remain the same! The
Prolog resolution calculus is obtained from the intuitionistic sequent calculus by allowing only atomic formulas, i.e.
formulas without logical connectives. Then the sequent
r-+{q>} is a Prolog clause, and the sequent r-+, with the
empty A, is a set of goals (the aim is, as usual in Prolog, to
prove the empty sequent --t ). The only rules remaining
after this restriction are the substitution rule and the cut
(it is yet very different from the Prolog cut, see below),
which in this case make up exactly the resolution rule.

(-hcut) r -hA

r, q>-+A
r-1tA. cp

(cut -h)

r -hA

r -+A, q>

r, cpf+A

The thinning rule is exactly the reversed thinning rule for
the usual sequent calculus.

For the equality we need only a rule for adding an inessential equality to the left.
(=-h)

r, t=s -hA'
where t or s does not appear freely in
rvA.

Similarly, we define an antisequent as r-hA. The
meaning of this expression is that the sequent r -+A is not
valid (provable). We define the natural axioms and proof
rules for the antisequents which result from the various
theorems for the usual sequent calculus. We call this system UPC (unprovability calculus).

For dealing with quantifiers, we need two rules for introducing '<;/ - to the left and to the right size of a sequent.
While the right introducing of '<;/ is very natural, and its
soundness easily follows from the tautology '<;Ix q>(x ).::J.q>(t),
the left introducing of\;/ needs the Herbrand's theorem for
its justification.
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( ftV)

f ft~ <p(x It)
fft!!.., Vxcp

(Vft)

r, {<p(xlt;)Jft!!..,
r, Vx <pft!!..

"satisfying" it. This allows us to prove the soundness of
the unprovability calculus in the constructive way.

where r, !!.. contain only atomic formulas, <p is a universal formula, and
the nonempty {t;) comprises of all the
free variables and constants from
r, Vxcp,!!...

Theorem 1. If the antisequent r ft!!. is provable in UPC
(PUPC), then there exists a finite (propositional) model M
where all the formulas from r are valid and all the formulas from !!.. are not. Moreover, this model is constructed by a
simple (polynomial or linear time) algorithm.
Proof. Given a proof of an antisequent rft!\, it has a
unique axiom r ft!!..' in it. On the Herbrand universe of
the constants and variables from r, !!..' (cf. [15)), we define
the model M' as follows. A predicate p (t i. ... , tn) is true
in the model if the corresponding formula belongs to r,
otherwise it is false. Trivially, this model (with assigning
of the variables and constants to themselves) does not
satisfy the sequent I"-t!!..'. Then, following the path of antisequents from the axiom to the root, we add an assignment for a new constant or variable when the (=ft) rule is
applied, and reduce the domain to those elements having
an assignment from the Herbrand universe of the current
antisequent when the (Vft) rule is applied. Then we convince ourselves that these models "satisfy" the corresponding antisequents appearing in the proof, in particular
r ft!!... If we define finite model as a finite domain D with
a set of tuples Pi;;;;.Dn for every n-place predicate p, then
this algorithm is linear. For a different defmition of a
model it is only polynomial. •

Notice that the requirement of atomicity of f, !!.. in the
(Vft) rule may be replaced by the weaker one that the antisequent r, Vx cpft!!. is "existential", i.e. that all the formulas in f, Vx cp are universal, and all the formulas in !!.. are
existential. The rule will remain sound (admissible), but
we do not need this for the completeness results.
Recall that the cut rule is eliminable in the first order
sequent calculus (the well known Gentzen's Hauptsatz)
giving the so called subformula property, i.e. that if a formula is provable then it is provable from its subformulas.
But, in our first order unprovability system the cut is not
eliminable. One can easily see that the provable antisequent Vx-. Vy (x =y )ft is not provable without the cut.
However, the unprovability cut does have the subformula
property, and the only "problematic" rule without the subformula property is the thinning rule. Yet, the problem
with the cut is. that it is not "pure" unprovability rule, because it mixes the provability and unprovability proofs.

The proof of completeness, i.e. that the existence of a
model implies the existence of an unprovability proof, is a
bit more complicated than that of soundness.

3. Completeness results
In order to justify our proof system, we should present
some completeness results. I.e., that an antisequent is
provable if and only if the corresponding sequent is not
provable. Although it is true for the propositional version
(see Theorems 1 and 2.1), one can easily show the nonexistence of a complete proof system for the first order unprovability. The reason is that the set of unprovable first order formulas is not RE, and so the first order unprovability
cannot be completely determined by a finite proof. Thus
we give only a partial completeness result in the first order
case. That is to say, we show the completeness of the first
order antisequent calculus with respect to the logic of finite structures.

Theorem 2.1 (PUPC). If there exists a propositional
model M where all the formulas from r are valid and all
the formulas from !!.. are not, then the propositional antisequent r ft!!. is provable in PUPC. Moreover, this proof is
constructed in the O(nlxlrft!!.I) time, where nl is the
number of logical connectives in r ft A
Proof. First, we mark all the subformulas in f ft!!. which
are valid in the model.
Afterwards we build up the proof top-down, dealing
each time with a nonatomic formula. We change the antisequent in accordance with the main logical connective of
this formula, by the corresponding introduction rule. The
new antisequent has always less logical connectives than
the old one. The only nontrivial case is f, <pvljf-17!!... Then, if
the formula cp is marked as valid, we change the antisequent to r, cpft!!.., otherwise we change it to r, ljf-17!!...

First, we note that all the rules of our unprovability
calculus derive an antisequent from at most one other antisequent. Thus, in every unprovability proof there is a
unique path of antisequents from the root (the derived antisequent) to a leaf (an axiom). Also, for any axiom of
unprovability we can easily construct a (finite) model

One can easily show that all the antisequents obtained
in this way are "valid" in the model. Then, the atomic an-
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by a lot of applications of the ('<;/-ft) rule. Of course, in this
case we do not need the odd rs, i.e. I1. and r3.

tisequent obtained at the end of the process is an axiom.
Clearly, this sequence of antisequents is a skeleton for a
proof in PUPC. •

Notice also that the propositional unprovability system
PUPC has the subformula property, and the complexity of
a proof computation is very close to that of finding a model.
All these make PUPC a bit trivial, whereas the first order
unprovability calculus seems, despite its complicacy and
unusuality, more promising.

Theorem 2.2 (UPC). If there exists a finite model M
where all the formulas from r are valid and all the formulas from /),. are not, then the antisequent r -ft/),. is provable in
UPC.
Proof. The proof is constructed bottom-up. Given a finite
model M with the domain D =(a i. ... , an), we choose n
new variables x 1, . . . , Xn , assigning x; to a; . Then we define four provable and valid in M antisequents ro-ft/:!,.O,
I1. -ft/:!,.O, 1'2-ft/:!,.O, and r3-ft/:!,.0, which will serve as the definition of the model.
/),.0

4. Example: loop detecting in Prolog
Let's consider Prolog or deductive data base without
function symbols. We can easily find an example of an infinitely looping system of rules. The transitive closure
seems to be the simplest one. Define for the two-place
predicate a its transitive closure tea by the following
rules.
tca(X,X) ~
tca(X,X) ~ a(X,Z), tca(Z, Y)
The goal we want is ~tea (c, d ), with the ground parameters c, d. Clearly, if tea (c, d) is not true and the relation a
has two cycles C 1 and C 2 such that C 1 is accessible from c
and d is accessible from C 2 , then any resolution based
computation of this goal falls into infinite loop. The reason
is that there is no finitely failed SLD-tree for these clauses.

is the set of all the nonvalid atomic formulas on
Xv ... ,Xn,

rO is the set of all the valid atomic formulas on Xi.
without equality,
I1. is ro u (x; =x;),

••• , Xn,

n

r2 is IT, 'Vy v y =x;, and
i=l

r3 is I'2 u

t appears freely in r, /),. and is assigned to
in the model}.

(t =x; :
a;

Trivially, the antisequent ro-tt/:!,.O is an axiom. The antisequent I1. -ft/:!,.O is provable from rO+t/:!,.O by n (cut -ft )s
with the sequents · · · ~ · · · , x; =x;. The antisequent
r2-ft/:!,.O is provable from I1. -ft/),.0 by the ('<;/-ft) rule, and the
antisequent r3-ft/),.0 is provable from r2-ft/),.0 by several
applications of the (=-ft) rule.

Let rr (a "program") comprise of universal closures of
all the rules in the rule base. If for proving a goal we apply in parallel two processes, the first one is the usual
resolution based proof search, and the second is the unprovability proof search, then the unprovability proof for the
antisequent I1 +ttca (c, d) will be found. Notice that the
unprovability proof needs participation of all the rules
from the rule base. This is the consequence of the nonmonotonici ty of un provability.

One can easily see that M is the only model of r3-ft/:!,.O.
We construct by induction on a formula <pin the signature
of r3, /:!,.O the proof of the sequent r3~1:!,.0, <p, if M f:<p, and
the proofofthe sequent r3, <p~M. if Mp!:<p.
Notice that the formulas from r are valid in M,
whereas those from /),. are not. Then we construct the proof
ofr3ur-ft/:!,.Ou/:!,. by several cuts with the formulas from
r, /),., and prove r -ft/),. by the thinning rule. •

Looking closer at the model supplied by the unprovability proof, we can see that the predicate tea will be an extension of the transitive closure of a, and the sets
(x : tc (c, x )} and (y : tc (y, d )) may serve as the loop invariants for proving that the resolution proof does not succeed.

Remark. For the predicate calculus without equality the
proof of Theorem 2.2 should be slightly changed. We have
to extend x 1, ... ,xn by the free variables and constants
from the r-ft/),. giving (t1 •... 'tm ), and to change every
equality y=x; in r2 by its finite "definition" by a formula
& 'Vz1 ... P(z 1,. ..,zk_1 ,y, Zk+1,. .. )::P(z, ,. . .,zk-1> x;, Zk+i,. . .).

Notice however, that yet the unprovability proof system does not give us much more than the usual searching
a refutation model.

P,k

Whenever the above universal formula holds, y and x; are
indistinguishable in the model. This is the usual definition of equality without equality itself. The antisequent
r2-ftf),,O is provable in UPC without equality from rO-ftf),,O
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5. Conclusion

[5]

One can see that in the propositional case the unprovability proof system has all the nice properties of the usual
sequent or natural deduction calculus. I.e., an antisequent
is provable from its subformulas, and the axioms and rules
are very natural and intuitively clear. In this sense, the
first order unprovability calculus leaves much to be
desired. However, considering finite structures as the
models for proving unprovability seems to be the most natural, taking into account that the set of all the unprovable
first order formulas is not RE. Therefore, introducing a
different unprovability proof system it should be advantageous to care for its equivalence to UPC.

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

Another important problem is developing the unprovability proof system where function symbols are allowed. In
this case the Herbrand universe is infinite, and the ('<1-M
rule presented here can not be used. The set of unprovable
formulas (provable antisequents) remains RE, and we can
easily construct the trivial proof system just taking all the
finitely "satisfiable" antisequents as axioms. Still, it will
be worth determining the natural unprovability proof system based on a finite number of axiom and rule schemata,
similarly to UPC.

[10]

[11]

[12]

The unprovability calculus which is complete in the
logic of finite structures allows us to deal more "proof
theoretically" with the logics of the closed world assumption (CWA), more precisely, with the logics of the closed
finite world assumption (CFWA). In these logics we are
able to prove a "positive" formula cp if it is valid in all the
models, or to prove -,cp by proving that cp is not valid in the
finite models. Of course, there remains a "hole" of those
formulas which are valid in the finite structures, but are
refutable in an infinite one. But the fact that the set of
provable formulas is not recursive convinces us that there
always must be such a hole.

[13]

[14]
[15]
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